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Homogenization of the criticality spectral equation in
neutron transport

Gregoire Allaire* Guillaume Bal*

October 8, 1998

Abstract

We address the homogenization of an eigenvalue problem for the neutron transport
equation in a periodic heterogeneous domain, modeling the criticality study of nuclear
reactor cores. We prove that the neutron flux, corresponding to the first and unique
positive eigenvector, can be factorized in the product of two terms, up to a remainder
which goes strongly to zero with the period. One term is the first eigenvector of the
transport equation in the periodicity cell. The other term is the first eigenvector of a
diffusion equation in the homogenized domain. Furthermore, the corresponding eigen-
value gives a second order corrector for the eigenvalue of the heterogeneous transport
problem. This result justifies and improves the engineering procedure used in practice
for nuclear reactor cores computations.

1 Introduction

The power distribution in a nuclear reactor core is usually determined by solving a transport
equation for the neutron flux. In many practical situations in reactor analysis, only a steady-
state solution is required, and the time variable is eliminated. The steady equation is of
a non-standard type since the source term is itself a function of the solution (neutrons are
produced by fission which itself is triggered by other neutrons in a chain reaction). This time-
independent transport equation is a linear eigenvalue problem which is called the criticality
problem for the neutron transport equation. It expresses the balance between the production
of neutrons by fission and its absorption or scattering in the reactor core and leakage at the
boundary. The unknowns are not only the neutron flux <t>(x, v), which is the neutron density
at point x with velocity v, but also the positive ratio kejj (the so-called multiplication factor)
which measures the balance between the production and removal of neutrons. More precisely,
(4>(x,v),kefj) is a couple of eigenvector and eigenvalue for a transport equation. Since only
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positive densities have a physical meaning, the only relevant solution turns out to be the first
positive eigenvector (positive and unique up to a multiplicative constant). Therefore, <j>(x, v)
is the first eigenvector and l/kejj is the smallest eigenvalue satisfying the following equation

v • V<j) + E(x, v)(j> = / f(x,v',v)<t>(x, v')dv' + / a(x, v', v)<j>(x, v')dv' (1)
JV KelJ Jv

with appropriate boundary conditions in a convex bounded open set fi C R and with a
compact velocity space V C R . The coefficients in (1) are called cross sections: £ is the
total (or absorbing) cross section, / is the scattering cross section, and a is the fission cross
section.

The interpretation of the multiplication factor kejj is as follows (for details, see e.g.
[12, 15, 27]): if it is equal to 1, there is a perfect balance between production and removal of
neutrons and the reactor is said to be critical ; if it is larger than 1, then too many neutrons
are produced and the reactor is super-critical (it can operate only if absorbing control rods
are introduced in the core); if it is smaller than 1, then not enough neutrons are produced
and the reactor is sub-critical (the fission chain reaction dies out). On the other hand the
solution <j>(x,v) of (1) indicates the relative power distribution in the core. Remark that,
since it is an eigenvector, (j>{x, v) is defined up to a multiplicative constant, and therefore the
total power in the core is not given by the criticality problem (1).

Solving numerically the eigenvalue problem (1) in a whole nuclear core is still a challenge
with modern computers, even in two space dimensions. One striking reason is that nuclear
cores, defined through the cross section S, / and a, are highly heterogeneous, asking for a very
fine mesh. However, the periodic structure of many usual cores allows for first homogenizing
the transport equation, and then solving numerically the homogenized problem. In practice
the homogenized problem is a diffusion equation with slowly varying coefficient, which is
much easier to solve numerically. This homogenization problem has been widely addressed
in the past forty years in physics (see e.g. [10, 12, 15]) as well as in mathematics (see e.g.
[11, 20, 21, 27, 29]). In the physical and mathematical literature the methodology is always
the same: the neutron flux <f>{x, v), solution of (1), is factorized as the product of two terms

<j>(x,v) = ip(x,v)u(x),

where ip(x,v) is the solution of the so-called infinite medium transport equation, and u{x) is
the solution of an homogenized diffusion equation. The infinite medium transport equation
is the same criticality spectral equation than (1), but posed in a single periodicity cell with
periodic boundary conditions. On the other hand, the homogenized diffusion equation is also
a spectral problem posed in the whole core (much simpler than (1) since it does not involve
a velocity variable). The macroscopic diffusion flux u(x) gives the rough shape of the true
flux <j>(x, v), while the microscopic transport flux ip(x, v) corresponds to the local oscillations
of the true flux. This factorization procedure is at the basis of most numerical computations
of reactor cores. Of course, a crucial problem for engineers is to know how to compute the
homogenized coefficients for the diffusion equation (there are many available formulas, see
for example the so-called Benoist formula in Remark 3.3).



In this paper we rigorously justify this factorization principle for a periodic domain. We
also furnish formulas for the homogenized diffusion coefficients and an asymptotic expansion
for the criticality eigenvalue 1/Are// (see Theorem 3.1). Our homogenization formulas dif-
fer from those in the physical literature, but coincide with those found by Larsen [20, 21].
There are two main differences between the works of Larsen and ours. First, Larsen studied a
time-dependent transport equation instead of the spectral problem (1) with an assumption of
local criticality on the cross-sections. Second, following his previous work with Keller [22], he
uses formal two-scale asymptotic expansions to derive a homogenized limit, without rigorous
convergence theorem. Of course, the geometrical assumption of periodicity is hardly satisfied
by modern reactors. However, it is up to now essentially the only case where homogenization
can be rigorously justified either physically or mathematically. The treatment of heteroge-
neous cores with different types of assemblies (i.e. with a slowly varying periodicity cell) is
the subject of active current research. The factorization priciple is not so clear in this case
(see Remark 3.5) and boundary layers may appear between different cells. However, under
further assumptions, we expect that a suitable generalization of our approach will succeed
also for a piecewise periodic core.

We now discuss our scaling assumptions for homogenizing the spectral transport equation
(1). As usual, the unit periodicity cell is denoted by Y = (0,1)^. The reactor core is a
bounded domain fi. Assuming that Q is periodic, we denote by e > 0 the periodicity of the
heterogeneities in Q. Since the size of the domain is independent of e, Q is composed of the
order of e~N periodicity cells of the type sY — (0,e)N. Homogenization is an asymptotic
analysis as the small parameter e goes to 0, or equivalently as the number of cells grows up
to infinity. Since e is the size of the periodicity cell and the physical unit of cross sections is
the inverse of a length, one must carefully scale the cross sections in terms of e. The mean
free path of the neutrons is physically independent of the number of unit cells in the core;
therefore it must remain of the same size as the unit cell. Accordingly, in order to perform
a consistent asymptotic analysis we have to scale all cross sections to be of the order of
1/e. Therefore, introducing AE = j^—, equation (1) is replaced by the following sequence of
criticality problems

{ ev-V<j>E + Z£{x,v)<f>£ = [ f*(x,v',v)<j>c(x,v')dv' + \£ f a£(x, v', v)<j>e(x, v')dv' in Q x V .„.
Jv Jv \z)

<t>€ = 0 onT-={(x,v)edSlxV\v-n(x)<0},
where the cross sections are periodic functions given by

^ ( x , v ) = X ( j , v ) , r ( x , v ' , v ) = f ( j , v ' , v ) , < T * ( x , v ' , v ) = a ( ^ , v ' , v ) ,

with S, / and a positive Y'-periodic functions of the space variable, and independent off: (see
section 2 for more detailed assumptions). The absorbing boundary condition in (2) expresses
that no particles enter the core. This statement is physically valid as a first approximation.
It can be shown (at least formally) that the addition of a dissipative reflector around the
core merely modifies the neutron density by an amount of the order of e.



The paper is organized as follows. In the next section basic mathematical properties
of problem (2) are recalled, concerning the existence and regularity of its solutions when
e is fixed. It also encompasses the criticality eigenvalue problem with periodic boundary
conditions. Section 3 is devoted to a detailed presentation of our main results concerning the
homogenization of (2). It includes the factorization of the neutron flux and a second order
asymptotic expansion for the associated eigenvalue. The proofs of these results are given in
sections 4 and 5. More precisely, section 4 focuses on a priori estimates for a source problem
associated with (2), while section 5 is concerned with the proof of the homogenization process,
using the two-scale convergence method. Finally, section 6 contains some corrector results
and numerical computations for assessing our homogenization theorem. Our results have
been announced in [3]. Similar homogenization theorems have been proved for the criticality
spectral problem when using a diffusion model instead of our transport equation [4, 5, 24]. In
different contexts, various homogenization results have been obtained for transport equations
(see e.g. [1, 16, 17, 19]).

2 Existence and regularity results for eigenvalue prob-
lems in transport

The goal of this section is to establish some results concerning the existence and the regularity
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for our model of neutron transport. Although the following
theorems are mostly variations of previously known results, to the best of our knowledge
they have not appeared elsewhere. Since they are the starting point of our analysis in the
next sections, we include them in this paper for the sake of completeness. Most of the proofs
below are merely sketched and we refer to the thesis of the second author [7] for complete
details. The reader who is willing to accept such results can safely skip this section in a first
pass.

We first give the detailed assumptions on the phase space and the coefficients of the
transport equation that are used throughout this paper.

(HI) The domain Cl is a convex bounded open set.

(H2) The velocity space V is a compact subset of R^ which does not contain 0. Furthermore
V is assumed to be the closure of an open set, and its TV-dimensional measure is
normalized to have \V\ = 1.

(H3) The cross-sections E(y, v), f(y, v', v), a{y, v', v) are measurable positive bounded func-
tions of their arguments and there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that, for a.e.

a(y,v',v) > C

,v)-J f(y,v',v)dv' > C (3)

, « ) - / f(y,v,v')dv' > c.
lv



(H4) Denoting by Y = (0, l)N the unit cube, the cross-sections E(«/, v), f(y, v', v), a(y, v', v)
are y-periodic functions with respect to the space variable y.

Assumption (HI) is somehow classical: the convexity of fi ensures that the boundary
condition is physically relevant, i.e. that the trajectory of an outgoing neutron does not
enter again in Q. The first part of (H2) implies that only finite non-zero velocities are con-
sidered. Physically, it means that all neutrons either interact with the media (by absorption
or scattering) or leave the domain in a finite non-zero time. The second part of (H2), namely
that it is the closure of its interior, is a mathematical convenience which allows to define
distributions and Sobolev spaces on V (see [14, chapter 21]). Actually all results presented
here can easily be extended to the multi-group case, i.e. when V is the union of a finite
number of spheres centered at the origin. Remark that in both cases V is not reduced to a
subset of a hyper-plane of R , which ensures that a diffusion approximation of transport
makes sense.

The first part of assumption (H3) gives the natural functional framework for the coef-
ficients (i.e. they belong to L°°{Y x V)). Indeed, nuclear reactor cores are heterogeneous
domains with merely bounded discontinuous cross sections. The second part of (H3) implies
that fission occurs everywhere in the phase space and that there is always a net absorption
(i.e. the difference between total absorption and scattering is positive).

Finally the periodicity assumption (H4) is crucial for the homogenization procedure. In
particular our results do not hold true any longer if the cross-sections are the product of
periodic functions with macroscopic modulations, for example S(x, f, v) with a Y-periodic
function £(z, y, v). Let us mention however that small perturbations of order e2 of the cross
sections can be allowed (for example, S ( j , v) + e2T,'(x, j,v)). This yields a non essential
generalization of the results presented here (see [7]).

Remark 2.1 Assumption (H3) is not completely satisfactory since it implies that fission
occurs everywhere, which is certainly not the case in the moderator around the fuel rods.
Fortunately, one can replace the first inequality of (3) by the following one

<r(y,v',v) +f(y,v',v) > C, for a.e. {y,v,v'),

with <T > 0 and a ^ 0. This implies merely that fission plus scattering is positive every-
where. Up to some easy technicalities, all our results hold true also with this more physical
assumption.

Introducing the Hilbert space

W2(Q xV) = {ue L2(Q x V) s.t. v-Vu£ L2{Q x V)}, (4)

a first existence result is the following

Theorem 2.2 The spectral problem (2) has at most a countable number of eigenvalues and
of associated eigenvectors which belong to W2(£l x V). Furthermore, there exists a real and
positive eigenvalue, of smallest modulus, with multiplicity one, and such that its associated
eigenvector be the unique (up to a multiplicative constant) positive eigenvector of (2).



The proof of Theorem 2.2, which is in the spirit of other results in [14, chapter 21], can
be found in [7]. It uses two main arguments. First, the solutions of (2) are shown to be
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a positive compact operator in L2{0, x V), which implies
that there are at most a countable number of them (possibly complex and finitely many of
them). The compactness is a consequence of assumption (H3) on the cross-sections and of the
velocity averaging lemma of [18] (or similar compactness result in [25]). Second, the Krein
Rutman theory of positive operators asserts that the spectral radius of this compact operator
is a simple eigenvalue and that the corresponding eigenvector is positive. As a consequence
of Theorem 2.2, only the first eigenvector of (2) has a physical meaning since, being positive,
it can indeed model a density of neutrons.

As we shall see in the sequel, the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvectors of (2) is partly
governed by the first eigenvector of another eigenvalue problem, similar to (2), the so-called
infinite medium criticality eigenvalue problem. It is defined by the same equation as (2) but
posed in the whole space R , which after rescaling is reduced to an equation posed in the
unit cell Y with periodicity boundary conditions. Denoting by A^ and rp its first eigenvalue
and eigenvector, the infinite medium problem is defined in Y x V by

)i>= I f{y,v',v)^{y,v')dv'+ XX f <r(y,v',v)i>(y,v')dv' . .
Jv Jv \°l

( y —> ip(y, v) Y — periodic.

We shall also need an adjoint problem of (5) which has the same first eigenvalue Aoo with a
different first eigenvector ip*. Introducing the adjoint cross-sections f{y,v',v) = f(y,v,v')
and cr*(y, v', v) = <r(y, v, v') this adjoint problem is defined by

/ / <T*{y,v',vW{y,v')dv'
v Jv

y —> ip* (y,v) Y — periodic.
(6)

For problems (5) and (6), only the first eigenvalue and eigenvector are used in the sequel.
As usual they are defined up to a multiplicative constant, but as a corollary of Theorem 2.2
we can choose them positive (therefore they properly model the neutron flux in an infinite
periodic medium).

Theorem 2.3 There exists a common eigenvalue Aco for both problems (5) and (6) which is
real positive, of smallest modulus, with multiplicity one, and such that its associated eigen-
vectors tp and ip* be positive elements ofW2(Y x V).

Since the smallest eigenvalue AQQ is simple, we easily deduce from the classical Fredholm
alternative for compact operators the following

Proposition 2.4 Let Aoo and ip be the first eigenvalue and eigenvector of (5). Let S(y, v)
be a source term in L2(Y x V). There exists a solution ip(y,v) £ W2(Y x V) of

v • Vy(f + S(y, v)ip - / f(y, v',v)<p(y, v')dv' + A^ / a(y, v',v)<p(y, v')dv' + S(y, v)
Jv Jv

y —¥ ip(y, v) Y — periodic



if and only ifS is orthogonal to the first eigenvector ip* of (6), i.e. S satisfies the compatibility
condition

I I S{y,v)ip*(y,v)dydv - 0.
JY JV

Furthermore, if it exists, the solution ip is unique up to the addition of a multiple ofip.

Finally, in the next section the first eigenvectors ip a n d ^* a r e required to be bounded
from above and below by positive constants. This is the purpose of the next Proposition
which is based on averaging lemmas [18] and Sobolev inequalities.

Proposition 2.5 Let ip and ip* be the first positive eigenvectors of problems (5) and (6),
respectively. There exists two positive constants C > C > 0 such that, for a.e. (y, v),

0 < C< ip{y,v) < C" and 0 < C < ip*(y, v) < C.

Proof. To simplify the notations, we recast both problems (5) and (6) as follows (this is
possible thanks to assumption (H3)). Let <p(x, v) be a non-zero positive solution in W2(Y x V)
of

{ v V v ? + £ ( z , v ) v ? = I o-ooix^'^Mx^'jdv' inYxV
Jv (')

x —t <p{x, v) Y — periodic,

where £ and ax are L°° functions which satisfy

Ei > H(x,v) > S o > 0 , (Ti>a00(x,v',v)>(To>0 a.e. in Y x V x V.

Let us define two functions g and (p by

g{x,v)- I aoo(x,v',v)tp(x,v')dv', <p(x) = / <p(x,v)dv.
Jv Jv

From these definitions, we easily deduce that

<7o<p(x) <g(x,v) < crx(p(x). (8)

Furthermore, integrating equation (7) along its characteristics leads to

/»OO r-OO

I g(x - sv,v)e~El'ds < ip(x,v) < / g(x — sv, v)
Jo Jo

(9)

Here the functions defined on Y x V have been extended to R x V by periodicity. If we
can prove that (p{x) and \/(p(x) belong to L°°(Y), then we deduce from (8) that g(x,v) and
l/g(x, v) belong to L°°(Y x V), and from (9) that <p(x, v) and 1/V(z, v) belong to LCO(Y x V),
which is the desired result.

We divide the proof that <p(x) is bounded from below and above in two steps: first we
show that <p(x) belongs to any LP(Y) with 2 < p < +oo, and second we show that ip(x) and
l/<p(x) belong to I ° ° (y ) .



The first step relies on the following averaging lemma [18]. If <p and v • V<p belong to
Lp(Y x V) for 2 < p < oo, then <p(x) belongs to WS*{Y) for all 0 < s < ±- (WS'P(Y) is
the Sobolev space of functions whose fractional s-derivative belongs to LP(Y)). By the well-
known Sobolev embedding theorem, W'P(Y) C Lq(Y) with q — Np/(N - sp), and therefore
<p{x) E Lq(Y). In other words, we have

Nv
<p and v-V<pELp{Y x V) => £ £ Lq(Y) with p < q < — . (10)

As a consequence of inequality (8), ip € Lq(Y) implies that g E Lq(Y x V), and this is a
standard result in transport theory that, if the source term g belongs to Lq(Y x V), then the
solution^ of equation (7) belongs to Wq(Y xV) = {u E Lq(Y xV) s.t. v-Vu E Lq(Y xV)}.
By assumption, we know that ip £ W2(Y x V). Using the regularity result (10) and a
bootstrap argument, we therefore deduce that ip belongs to any LP(Y) with 2 < p < +oo.

The second step uses assumption (H2) which implies that V is included in a corona C
defined by its radii 0 < vm,-n < vmax < +oo

V CC={vE nN s.t. 0 < vmin < \v\ < vmax).

Integrating (9) over V and using (8) yields

/

/•OO

/ e~^°'<p(x - sv)dsdv.
7 Jo

Since V C C the change of variables y = x — sv from polar to Cartesian coordinates leads to

e

where C is a positive constant which depends on vmin and vmax but not on ip. By Holder
inequality, for any rj > 0 there exists a positive constant Cn such that

s ' n c e I _x\ht-\ belongs to LP(Y) for any 1 < p < -pfzr- We already know that (p belongs to
LN+r) (Y) for positive TJ, therefore we deduce that ip, and consequently ip, is bounded. To
show that 1/ip belongs to L°°(Y), we use a symmetric argument. By assumption (H2) the
interior of V is non-empty. In particular, there exists a velocity vo and a parameter 6 > 0
such that the following angular sector S is included in V

~ kol ~ \v\ \vo\

Integrating again (9) over V and using (8) gives

Jv Jo
- sv)dsdv <



Since S C V the change of variables y = x — sv from polar to Cartesian coordinates leads to

where Cs C R is the infinite cone of origin x defined by {x + sv s.t. s £ R + , u £ S}.
Clearly, at a possibly large, but finite, distance of a;, this cone contains at least one periodicity
cell Y. Hence there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that

C / (p{y)dy < g>{x).
JY

By hypothesis, tp is non-zero and positive in L2(Y x V). Therefore, JY tp{y)dy > 0 which
provides us with a lower bound for <p. •

3 Main results

This section is devoted to the statement of our main results on the asymptotic analysis of
the spectral problem (2). We proceed in somewhat reverse order. First we state our final
result in Theorem 3.1. The proof relies on an equivalent formulation of the spectral problem
(2), which is amenable to homogenization and given in Proposition 3.4. It also relies on the
homogenization of a source problem established in Theorem 3.6. Although the latter topic
is classical and has been addressed several times (see [11, 14, 20, 21, 29]), we perform our
analysis in a quite different way, using the theory of two-scale convergence and therefore
allowing for less regular physical data.

Let tp and rp* be the first positive eigenvectors of (5) and (6) respectively. We define a
so-called drift flux by

J= v ij)(y, v) xp* (y,v)dydv, (11)
JY JV

which is a constant vector in R . We require an additional hypothesis on the coefficients
of (2), namely that the drift flux is zero

J = 0.

This assumption on (11) is a kind of symmetry condition in phase space. It can be interpreted
as an energy flux, which must be locally null, and it implies that there is no neutron drift. In
most practical cases this assumption is satisfied. For example, when V = —V (in the sense
that v £ V => — v £ V) and the cross sections do not depend on the velocity variable (this is
the so-called one-velocity isotropic case), J is clearly zero whatever the spatial variations of
the coefficients because

r{y,v)=4>(y,-v) a.e. (y,v)&YxV. (12)

There are other examples where equality (12) is satisfied. Of particular interest is the fol-
lowing case. If V — — V, the cross-sections are symmetric with respect to v, and the cell Y
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where the local scattering operator Q is defined by

Q{6) = - I <Toa(y,v',v)4'{y,vl)dvl - - / a^y, v', v)i(>(y, v')9(y,v')dv'
V Jv ip Jv

with the notation <7oo(</, v', v) — f(y, v' ,v) + Aoocr(2/, v', v).

Remark 3.2 The labeling of the eigenvalues of (2) is made by increasing order of their real
part (they may be complex although, in the limit as e goes to 0, they are all real). As usual,
the eigenvalues of the homogenized diffusion problem (13) are real and labeled by increasing
order. Remark also that, for fixed e, the spectral theory asserts that (2) may have only a
finite number of eigenvalues, but, as e goes to 0, this number increases up to infinity.

In Theorem 3.1 the extraction of a subsequence for the convergence of eigenvectors is
only due to the possible multiplicity of the limit eigenvalue vk. However, in the physically
meaningful case of the first eigenvalue u1, which is simple, we obtain that the whole sequence
of normalized positive eigenvectors <j>l/ipE converges to the positive first eigenvector u1 of the
homogenized problem.

Remark 3.3 Existence and uniqueness of the solutions (#')i<,<./v of the cell problems (16)
is a consequence of the zero drift-flux assumption J — 0. Indeed, upon defining \' = i>81, lt
is easily seen that \ l satisfies

{ v • Vx1 + Ex1' = / fx'dv' + Aoo / trx'dv' - u,V
Jv Jv

y -» X'{y, v) Y - periodic,
for which Proposition 2.4 applies: J = 0 is simply its compatibility condition (or Fredholm
alternative). With this new notation, the diffusion tensor D is given by the so-called Kubo
formula (see [11])

D'i = ~ / / Vji>'(y,v)x*{y,v)dvdy.
JY JV

Formula (15) has first been derived by Larsen [20] using formal two-scale asymptotic ex-
pansions. As already said in the introduction there are several formulae for the diffusion
coefficient of a heterogeneous periodic network of cells in the physical literature (see e.g.
[15]). Formula (15) is the only one to be correct asymptotically but others (like the well-
known Benoist formula) are derived by using conservation or equivalence principle. For the
sake of comparison, we recall the uncorrected Benoist formula (see [10, 15]) in the limit of
small buckling and for symmetric cells (in which case D is diagonal)

Da = - I / Vii>(y,v)?(y,v)dvdy,
JY JV

/
Y JV

and the functions (J ' )I<,<AT are the solutions of

w V j ' [ + Q ( f ) = -Vi on fix V
V -> i'(j/> v) Y — periodic,

11



while the cross sections are simply averaged with the weight ip

W~ <j(y,v',v)i>(y,v)dydvdv'.
JY JV JV

Remark that the difference between our formula and the Benoist one is the factor %p".

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first establish that the original spectral problem (2) is
equivalent to another problem (that will be amenable to homogenization) through a factor-
ization principle.

Proposition 3.4 Let ip(y, v) be the positive first eigenvector of (5). Then, the linear appli-
cation

is continuous in L2(Q x V) and has a continuous inverse. Through this change of variables,
the original spectral problem (2) is equivalent to

-v-^7uc + -rQt{uc) = vcFc{uc) on ft x V
(17)

where

Qc{u

we

) =

have

\

defined

Jv

uc

= ,«'

= 0 on

Vt -

/

\

I -

r - A .
e2

I ^)^^')dv'\ , (18)
J

Fc(u) = - 1 / ^(x, v1, v)M*, v>(x> v')dv', (19)
Vz Jv

with the notation ^^{x, v'v) = f£(x, v', v) + X^a*(x, v', v).

Proof. By Proposition 2.5, we know that 4>(y, v) is bounded from below and from above
by two positive constants. Therefore, if <j>c € L2(Q x V), we can define ue(x,v) = $±. which
also belongs to L2(Q x V). Reciprocally, if u£ £ L2(Q x V), then 4>c(x, v) = utip€ belongs to
L2(Q x V). Using the infinite medium equation (5) satisfied by ip, the equivalence between
(2) and (17) is just a matter of simple algebra that we leave to the reader. •

Remark 3.5 The idea of the factorization in Proposition 3-4 is familiar in nuclear physics.
Basically it amounts to remarking that both functions ipe and <t>€ satisfy equation (2) on
ft x V. The only difference between these two solution is their boundary condition. Thus it is
expected that both functions behave similarly away from the boundary ofQ. Indeed, this holds
true in the sense that u£ is shown to vary smoothly with respect to the variable x away from
the boundary, and to be almost independent of the fast variable j and the velocity variable v.

12



At first sight, problem (17) does not seem to be much simpler than (2), but it turns out
that optimal a priori estimates can be obtained with (17) rather than (2). We also emphasize
that the equivalence between (2) and (17) is a consequence of the strict periodicity assumption
(H4) and does not hold true any longer if the cross sections are not periodic functions.

The scattering operator Qc defined by (18) is the same as the local scattering operator Q
defined in Theorem 3.1 after the change of variables y = X/E. Its effect is to relax the angular
flux to its velocity average (see the energy estimates in section 4)- It is a linear continuous
operator in any LP(Q. x V), for 1 < p < oo, which satisfies the following properties

Ker Q£ = luE LP(Q x V); u(x,v) = f u(x,v)dv\ ,
I Jv J

Qe(<p(x)u{x,v)) = ip(x) Qc(u(x,v)) and Qe(u) - Qt \ u - \ u(x,v)dv) .
V Jv )

The spectral analysis of equation (17) is obtained from the spectral properties of an
operator Sc defined as follows.

5 .L y \ l X V J r L> \\l X V J /on\

q(x,v) i—> ue(x,v),

where u£ is the solution of the following source problem associated with (17)

M«.V U . + lg.(U . ) = F.(ff) onfixV (21)

^ uc = 0 on F_.

The well-posedness of (21) in Z2(Q x V) can easily be obtained from standard transport
theories by using the a priori estimates of section 4 (which imply that the scattering kernel
Q€ has well-suited properties). Alternatively we can use the reverse change of variables of
Proposition 3.4 and prove that <f>s — i\)tut is the solution of a source problem analogue to
(2) where we replace \ t Jv cr€(x, v', v)(j)c(x, v')dv' by ipsF£{q). Then, classical results (see e.g.
[14, chap.21]) yield the existence and uniqueness of <j>e, and therefore ue, in Vy2(fi x V).

The eigenvalues of the operator S€ are exactly the inverses of those of problem (17) with
the same associated eigenvectors. From the analysis of the convergence of the sequence of
operators Ss we shall obtain the asymptotic behavior of its spectrum. The following result,
which is proved in section 5, gives the homogenized limit operator.

Theorem 3.6 Assume that the drift flux defined by (11) satisfies J — 0. Then the sequence
of solutions ue(x,v) of (21) converges strongly in L2(Q x V) to the unique solution u(x) G

of the following diffusion problem

f -VDVu(x) = F(q)(x) inQ
\ u(x) = o on en, { '

13



where D = (A'j)i<ij<7V is the positive definite constant matrix defined by (15), and F(q) E
L2(Q) is given by

F(q)(x) = 1 1 I <T(y,v',v)r(y,v'My,v)q(x,v)dvdydv'. (23)
JY JV JV

When the drift flux is non zero (J ^ 0), the sequence uc(x,v) converges strongly to 0 in
L2(QxV).

Remark 3.7 The homogenization of the source problem (21) fits into the framework of pre-
vious works in homogenization of transport equations [11, 14, 20, 21, 29]. Let us emphasize
however that Theorem 3.6 is new for two reasons. First, our proof uses the notion of two-scale
convergence instead of two-scale asymptotic expansions: this allows to remove all smoothness
assumptions on the coefficients that are simply asked to be measurable and bounded (this is
the natural setting for heterogeneous media). Second, the special structure of the scattering
kernel Qt allows us to homogenize (21) without adding extra absorption as is the case usu-
ally. Indeed, we establish in section 4 that the sequence of solutions of (21) is bounded using
a coercivity property of Qt combined with a Poincare-type inequality. Of course, Theorem
3.6 is easily generalized if we add an extra absorption term auc in (21), with a > 0, which
yields an additional term au in (22).

Assuming for the moment that Theorem 3.6 holds true, we are in a position to complete the
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us define the homogenized limit operator S by

L2(Qx V) ->• L2(Qx V)
q{x,v) M- u(x),

where u is the solution of (22-23). Clearly 5 is a compact operator. We deduce from the
homogenization Theorem 3.6 that the sequence S£ converges to S pointwise in the strong
topology of L2(Q x V), i.e.

V 9 € L 2 ( f i x V ) S£q^Sq strongly in L2{Q. x V).

Furthermore, as a consequence of Corollary 4.2, given in section 4, the sequence Se converges
compactly to S in the sense that for any bounded sequence q£ in L2(Cl x V), the sequence
S£qc is relatively compact in L2(f2 x V). Finally, Theorem 3.8 below allows to conclude the
proof of Theorem 3.1. Remark in passing that the convergence of Ss to 5 cannot be uniform
in general because, if qc converges weakly to q in L2(Cl x V), there is usually no reason for
Fs(q£) to converge to F(q). •

We now recall a classical result in operator theory that can be found, for example, in [6]
or in [13] (see Theorem 5.5, Proposition 5.6, Theorem 5.10, Theorem 5.20, and Proposition
5.28 in [13]).

Theorem 3.8 Let X be a Banach space and C(X) be the set of bounded linear operators in
X. Let {Tn}n€ ^ be a sequence of operators in C{X) converging compactly to T in the sense
that:

14



• for all x G X, Tnx —> Tx as n —>• oo,

• for any bounded sequence {xn}n& jy with \\xn\\ < 1, the sequence {(T — Tn)xn}n^ pj is
relatively compact in X.

Let <T(T) and cr(Tn) be the spectra ofT and Tn, respectively. Let A be an isolated eigenvalue
of T of finite multiplicity and let T be a closed Jordan curve in the complex plane around A
and isolating X such that the domain A enclosed by T contain no other point of the spectrum
<T(T) than A. Then, cr(Tn) l~l A contains a number of eigenvalues equal to the multiplicity of
A provided n is large enough.

Moreover, if Xn is a sequence of eigenvalues ofTn converging to A, and un is a sequence
of normalized associated eigenvectors, then, up to a subsequence, un converges to a limit u
in X which is an eigenvector ofT associated with A.

4 A priori estimates
The first step in the proof of Theorem 3.6 is to derive an a priori energy estimate for the
source problem (21). From this we shall derive two main results: first the solution of (21) is
bounded in W2(Q x V) independently of e, and second the rate of convergence of the angular
flux to its mean and of the boundary trace of the flux to 0 is characterized. More precisely,
the following a priori estimates hold true.

Lemma 4.1 Let ut be the unique solution of (21). There exists a positive constant C, which
does not depend on e and q, such that

7=||«e-IU=(r+,|v-nf)
£ (24)1 V r

-\\uc - I u£
£ Jv

where L2(T+, \v • n\) is the trace space of functions u satisfying fT (v • n) \u\2dT < oo with

T+ = {(x, v) G dCl x V | v • n(x) > 0} and dT = dvda (dcr being the surface measure on

Proof. We multiply equation (21) by u£ip£^* and integrate to obtain

= [ I
Jn Jv
[

Jn Jv

The first term is

= - I I v • Vuc(usip£ip;)dxdv = - / \ue\
2ipei[>*v • n dvda

£ Jn J v £ Jr+

- - ( [ vVuc{ucrP€ip;)dxdv - - ( ( \uc\
2vV(iP£

£ Jn Jv £ Jn Jv
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Multiplying the infinite medium equation (5) by ift' and subtracting the adjoint equation (6)
multiplied by ip yields

vV(W) = r f ^(y,v')aO0(y,v',v)dv'-i' f r(y,v')(r
t
oo(y,v',v)dv'

Jv Jv
where <r'^x>(y, v', v) = <TOO(J/, V, V'). Denoting by cc^{x, v', v) = 0'^o(x, v, v'), we deduce that

- f [ \ut\
2vV(1>cPe)dxdv = ̂  / / Kl2 U; I * £ ^ - ^ / V ^ )

£• i n y v £ Jn JK V Jv Jv

This yields the following expression for the first integral I\

h = 7T \ue\
24>d>*v ndvda- — / / | w £ | 2 ( v * / ipc^ - ip? i>'ta

E^) dxdv.
te Jr+ le~ Jn Jv V Jv Jv J

The second term is given by

h = - / / Qe(ul)(ulWt)dxdv = ^ / / Kl2^* ( /£ Jn Jv £ Jn Jv \Jv
- -r / / Uetp* ( / <7

£ in Jv \Jv
Summing I\ and li we have

ff+^JJv[\
u<\2v

J J'^u^] dxdv,

or equivalently

A + h = 7T \uc\
2i)ctp*v • ndvda-

2e Jr+

+ V~2 I I f **0o(v',v)Pt('>)M'>')M'>)-«e('>')\2'lvdv'dx.
£•£ JnJv Jv

From Proposition 2.5, we know that ip'cr^ip^ is bounded from below by a positive constant.
On the other hand we easily check that

dxdv./ / / \ue{v) -ue(v')\2dxdvdv' = f f u£ - ( ucdv'
Jn Jv Jv Jn Jv Jv

Therefore, we deduce the a priori estimate (recall that v • n > 0 on F+)

-|Klli=(r+,|vn|) + ~2 IK - J MHIi^nxv) < C\\uc\\L3(nxV)\\q\\LHnxV). (25)
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On the other hand, equation (21) implies that

IK Vu£||L2(nxv) < C \e\\q\\mnxv) + -||Q£(u£)IU
2(nxV) • (26)

From the properties of the scattering kernel Q£, we deduce that

||Qe(«e)||i,2(nxV) = ||<9e(«£ - / uedv)\\Li(nxV) < C\\uc - / uedv\\L2(nxV)- (27)
Jv Jv

Finally the Poincare inequality in Lemma 4.3 gives

IKIU^nxV) < C [||«e|U2(r+,|vn|) + \\v • Vur||L2(nxV/)] . (28)

A combination of inequalities (25,26,27,28) yields the desired result. •

Corollary 4.2 Let qt be a bounded sequence in L2(Q x V). Let u€ be the solution of (17)
with the source term q£ instead of q. Then the sequence u£ is relatively compact in L~(Q x V).

Proof. Remark that the energy estimate (24) holds true also for the source term qc. There-
fore, ue and v • Vwe are bounded in L2(Q x V). By virtue of the averaging lemma [18], we
deduce that j v ucdv is relatively compact. But (24) implies that u£ — fv ucdv goes to 0
strongly in L2(f2 x V) which proves the relative compactness. •

We now state a trace embedding result which is the analogue in transport theory of the
Poincare inequality for elliptic operators. Recall that, by assumptions (HI) and (H2), 0 is a
bounded and convex open set in fftJ , and that V is a compact set in Ft such that 0 ^ V.
Let us define the following maximum travel time of a particle (in the absence of collisions)

T{X,V) = i n f { f > 0 , x - v t g V } , {x,v) eT+

T(X,V) = \nf{t>0,x + vt£V}, ( i , « ) e L . K '

Remark that, since Q is bounded, T(X, V) is bounded independently of (x, v) 6 3fi x V. Let
us also introduce the following measure on dQ x V

d£ = \v • n\r(x, v)dvd<r,

where da is the surface measure on dQ,.

Lemma 4.3 Any function u(x,v) 6 W2(fi x V) has traces on T+ and F_ which belong to
L2(T+,d£) and L2(T-,d£) respectively. Furthermore, there exists a constant C, independent
of u, such that

HulMfixV) + IMU'(r+,dO < C (\\v • Vu||L2 (nxV) + ||«|U=(r_,do) • (30)

Proof. The first part of the lemma is simply the usual trace theorem in transport theory (see
e.g. [14]). Thus it remains to prove inequality (30). For any smooth function u(x, v) £ ClxV,
we have

u(x,v) — / v • Vu(x — sv, v)ds + u(x, v),
Jo
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where d(x,v) is the distance between x G Cl and dQ in the direction — v and x the point in
dQ uniquely defined by

x = x - d(x, v)v. (31)

Since Cl is a bounded domain we deduce from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

a d{r,v) \

{v • Vu)2(x - sv, v)ds + \u(x, v ) \ 2 \ . (32)
Denoting by x(x) the characteristic function of fi (equal to 1 if x € 17 and 0 otherwise), and
integrating with respect to x the first term in the right hand side of (32) leads to

/ / \v • Vu|2(x — sv, v)dsdx
JnJo

/•diam(n)
x(x — sv)\v • Vu| (x — sv, v)dsdx

/•uictni(n) r (33)

= / / x(y)|fVti|2(y,t;)dyd«
Jo Jn+sv

/•diam(n) /• <•
= / / \v • Vu\2(y, v)dyds < diam(Q) / \v-Vu\2(y,v)dy.

Jo J(u+sv)nn Jn
We now integrate with respect to x the second term in the right hand side of (32). For a
given velocity v we introduce an orthonormal basis {x\,... ,xn) = (x',xn) such that xn is
parallel to v. The boundary point x~, defined by (31), is thus a function of x' only. Then

f \u(x,v)\2dx= f \u(x,v)\3(f X(x)dxn)dx'= f \u(x,v)\2r(x,v)dx',
Jn J R \*̂  R / Jn*

where Q' is the projection of Q on R^" 1 . Since Q is convex, there is a diffeomorphism
between Q' and that part of the boundary defined by T~ = {x G <9fi, n(x) -v < 0}. Changing
the variable x' in x G T~ yields dx' = \v • n\dcr and

f \u(x,v)\2dx= I \v-n\T(x,v)\u{x,v)\2da. (34)
Jn JTZ

Integrating over V inequalities (33) and (34) gives an upper bound for the norm of u in
L2(f2 x V). The same method can be applied to obtain an upper bound of the L2(T+, d£)-
norm of u in terms of the L2(Q x V/)-norm of u and v • Vu, which yields the desired result.
•

5 Convergence proof

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.6. We use the two-scale convergence
method [2, 26]. Let us remark that the more classical method of asymptotic expansions can
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also be used to prove this theorem [7, 8]. However this is at the price of more assumptions
on the smoothness of the physical data.

Let us introduce some notations that we shall use in the derivation of the two-scale
convergence properties. We denote by Cg(Y) the space of infinitely differentiate functions
in RA that are periodic of period Y, and L2_y.{Y) (respectively, H^(Y)) the completion of
C^(Y) for the norm of L2(Y) (respectively, Hl(Y)). Generalizing the usual definition of
two-scale convergence to functions that depend on two variables x and v, we introduce the
following

Definition 5.1 A sequence of functions us in L2(f2 x V) is said to two-scale converge to a
limit u°(x,y,v) in L2(fi x Y x V) if for any function %l>(x,y,v) in V[Q x V; C£{Y)], we
have

lim / / ue(x,v)%l> (x, -,v) dxdv = / / / u°(x,y,v)ip(x,y,v)dx dydv. (35)
£^°JnJv v e / JCIJYJV

This definition makes sense because of the following compactness theorem (the proof of
which is a straightforward adaptation of Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.2 in [2]).

Theorem 5.2 From each bounded sequence ut in L2(Q x V) we can extract a subsequence,
and there exists a limit u°(x,y,v) in L2(Q x Y x V) such that this subsequence two-scale
converges to u°.

We now prove a result which is the analogue of [2, Proposition 1.14] for transport theory.

Proposition 5.3 Let ue be a sequence in L2(Q x V) such that there exists a constant C,
independent of e, satisfying

z ,2 (nxV) < C, u€=0 on T_,

\\uc - / it£dv\\L2(nxV) < Ce.

Then, there exists u°(x) in H^{£1) and ul(x,y,v) in I2(Q x V;Hl
#(Y)) such that, up to the

extraction of subsequences, uc(x,v) converges strongly to u°(x) in L2(Cl x V), v -Vue{x,v)
two-scale converges to v • Vxu° + v • VyU1, and e~1 (u£ — fv ucdv) two-scale converges to
(u*-fvu

ldv).

Proof. Since uc is bounded in L2(Q x V), Theorem 5.2 implies the existence of u°(x, y, v) 6
L2{Q x Y x V) such that, up to a subsequence, ue two-scale converges to w°. Since \\uc —
fv u€dv\\ < Ce we deduce that

u°(x,y, v) = / u°(x,y,v)dv.
Jv

On the other hand, v • Vuf being bounded in L2(Cl x V), for any smooth Y-periodic function
ip(x, y, v) we have

lime / / v -Vueiptx, -,v)dxdv = l i m - / / u€v • Vyi/j(x, -,v)dxdv = 0,f->° JnJv £ J->° JnJv £
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which implies in the limit as e goes to zero that

u°(x,y)v -Vyt{;(x,y,v)dx dydv = 0.
Jn JY JVJn JY JV

Consequently we have v • Vyu°(x,j/) = 0. Since V contains at least a basis of R (this
is clearly true for a velocity space of unit measure and for an union of spheres), we easily
deduce that

u°(x,y)=u°(x). (36)

To prove the strong convergence of ut, we use the compactness result of the averaging lemma
in [18] which states that, ut and «-Vti£ being bounded in L2(Q,x V), Jv u£(x, v)dv is relatively
compact in L2(Cl). By assumption \\uc — Jv u£(x, v)dv\\i2^nxvj < Ce which implies that uc

converges strongly to u° in L2(Q x V).
Next, we focus on the two scale convergence of v • V«£. Since it is a bounded sequence in

£2(Q x V), by virtue of Theorem 5.2 there exists £(x, y, v) G L2(Q xYxV) such that, up
to a subsequence, v • Vuc two-scale converges to £. Denoting by L^(fl xY x V) the space of
Y-periodic functions in L2(Q x Y x V), let us define its subspace

H = {i> G L#(fi x Y x V) s.t. t; • VyV' = 0}.

Clearly H is a closed subspace of L#(Q x Y x V) and, by Fourier analysis, its orthogonal is
easily seen to be

HL - {<f> G L%(Q. x Y x V) s.t. 3i> G i# ( f t x Y x V), 4> = v • V y ^ } -

For a smooth function <f> G H, having compact support in Q, we have

/ / v • \7uc<f>(x, —, v)dx dv = — / / uev • Vx<f>(x, —, v)dxdv.
JnJv e JnJv e

Passing to the two-scale limit and integrating by parts we get

I t ! [i{x,y,v) -v •Vxu°{x)\cl>{x,y,v)dxdydv = 0. (37)
Jn JY JV

By density (37) holds true for any <f> G H. Choosing <j> = <j>(x,v) implies that v • VTu° =
fY £dy and therefore v • Vxu°(x) belongs to L2(Q x V), which in turn implies u° G /f1(fi).
Eventually, (37) is equivalent to [(,(x,y, v) — v • Vxu°(x)] G HL. Thus there exists a (non-
unique) function ul(x,y, v) G L"L(Q x Y x V) such that

£(x,y,v) = v-Vxu°(x) + v-VyU^x^^).

Finally we show that u° vanishes on the boundary dQ,. Consider a smooth function <j>{x, v).
Since uE = 0 on F_ an integrations by parts yields

/ / v • Vuc<f>dx dv — — I I u£v • V<j)dx dv + / ut(s,v)<f>{s,v)v • ndvdcr.
Jn Jv Jn Jv Jr+
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Since ||u£-||i,2(r+,|t;n|) < Cy/e, passing to the limit leads to

/ / (v Vxu°+ v •Vyii
1)<f>dxdydv = - / u°v • Vx<f> dx dydv.

Jn JY Jv Jn JY JV

By periodicity fY v • Vy^dy = 0, and therefore integrating by parts gives

<j>(x, v)v?(x)v • ndvda = 0,L
for any smooth function <j)(x, v), which implies u°(x) = 0 on <9ft.

Next, we study the two-scale convergence of w£ = e~1(uJ — fv u£). Since, by assumption,
it is a bounded sequence in L2(ft x V), there exists a function w(x,y,v) G L2(Q x Y x V)
such that, up to a subsequence, w€ two-scale converges to w(x,y,v). Let us introduce the
space

G = {4 ( ) /
Jv

Y x V) s.t. / v-Vy<f>(x,y,v)dv = Q).
Jv

It is a closed subspace of £^(Q x Y x V) and, by Fourier analysis, one can check that its
orthogonal is

GL = {<j> e L | (Q x Y x V) s.t. 30(x, y) € L2#{Q, x y ) 0 = v • Vy9}.

Let ^(a;, y, v) be a smooth function in G with compact support in ft. Then

e / / w£v • V (<f>(x, —, v ) \ dx dv =: —£ I / 0 ( x , —, v)v • Vwcdx dv,
JnJv \ e / JnJv £

or equivalently

/ / wc(v • Vy<j) + sv -VT<f>)dxdv
Jn Jv

= - / / <j>v -Vu£dxdv+ / I tfrv-Vl I ucdv)dxdv
Jn Jv Jn Jv \Jv J

= - / / <j>v -Vu£dxdv - / / ( / Wfrfv) (u • Vx<?i-t--i; • Vy<H cfodi;

= — 1 1 <f>v - V u £ d x dv — 1 1 ( 1 ucdv]v-Vx<f)dxdv.
Jn Jv Jn Jv \ J v J

Passing to the two-scale limit yields

/ / / wv -Vy<j>dxdydv = - [ <f>(v • VTu° + v • Vyu
1)dx dydv

Jn JY JV JQ JY JV

u°v • Vxcf>dx dydv.
v

Integrating by parts, we deduce that, for any <j> £ G,

/ / (-v VyW + v-VyUl)(pdxdydv = 0.
Jn JY JV
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Therefore v • Vy(w1 — w) belongs to G x and there exists a function 9(x, y) £ L^.(Q x y ) such
that v • Vy(it) — u1 — 6) = 0. In other words we have just proved that

w(x,y,v) = ^(x.y, v) + 0(x,y) + T](x,y,v) with rj £ L2
#(Q x Y x V), v • Vyrj = 0.

Recall that the function u1, deduced from (37), is not unique. Consequently, introducing
u1 = it1 + rj, the sequence v • Vu£ still two-scale converges to v • Vxu° + v • VyW1, and
furthermore we have

w(x,y,v) ~ ul(x, y, v) + 9(x, y).

By definition Jv w£(x, v)dv = 0, so that Jv w(x, y, v)dv = 0. This implies that

0(x,y) = - I ul(x,y,v)dv,
Jv

which concludes the proof. O

We turn to the homogenization of problem (21). From now on, uc denotes the unique
solution of (21) and u°, u1 are the associated two-scale limits given by Proposition 5.3 (up
to a subsequence). Recall that rp and ip* are the solutions of the infinite medium problems
(5) and (6) respectively.

Proposition 5.4 If the drift flux J = Jy Jv vtpip*dvdy is non-zero, then u°(x) = 0 and the
entire sequence ue converges strongly to 0 in L2(Cl x V). If J = 0, then ul and u° satisfy

N d°

where & is the unique solution of (16) up to an additive constant.

Proof. Let cf>(x, y, v) be a smooth y-periodic function. Multiplying (21) by s<f>(x, j , v) yields

/ / v- Vu^dxdv + e'1 I I Qc(us)(f>dxdv = f f e<f>F€(q).
Jn Jv Jn Jv Jn Jv

Recalling that e~lQc(ue) = Qe(we) (see Remark 3.5), and introducing the adjoint scattering
kernel Q*, we obtain

e~l f ( Q£(u;)4>dxdv = f [ w£Q's{4>)dxdv.
JnJv JnJv

We easily check that Q*(<f>(x, | , v ) ) two-scale converges to Q'(<f>), and furthermore that

lim||g;(</.(x,-,i;))||L3(nxV) = \\Q*{<f>{x,y,v))\\L2{nxYxv),

which is precisely the condition for passing to the two-scale limit in a product of two weakly
converging sequences (see Theorem 1.8 in [2])

lim / f weQ*((j>)dxdv = f f f (u1 - [ u1dv') Q*U)dxdydv.
'->°JnJv JnJY Jv \ Jv J
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As a consequence we obtain

/ / f (v-VTu°+ vVyU1)(f)dxdydv+ f f f Q{ul - f uldv')<j>dxdydv = 0,
Jn JY JV Jn JY JV JV

which implies that u1 is a solution of

Since u° does not depend on y and v, we have w1 = X^j=i §F~^J' where each 9i(y,v) is a
solution of

/ « . V J * + Q ( P ) = - W j inYxV
V -> ^'(y, v) y - periodic. l ;

The existence theory for (38) can be addressed directly, but it is simpler to remark that the
product xJ = 4>& is a solution of

f v • VX
j + ZX

j = J fxjdv' + A.O J aX
jdv' - vrf

{ y -»• Xj (j/> v) Y - periodic

for which Proposition 2.4 applies. It states that there exists a solution xJ if and only if the
j-th component of the drift-flux is Jj = 0, and it is unique up to the addition of a multiple
of i>. Therefore, either Jj = fy fv Vjipip* = 0 and there exists a unique solution 0J (up to an
additive constant) of (38), or Jj ^ 0 and there is no solution except 0 if the right-hand-side
is 0, which implies that | ^ - = 0, i.e. u° = 0 due to the boundary condition. •

Before deriving the main convergence result of this paper, we prove that the postulated
homogenized diffusion matrix is actually positive definite. This is the aim of the following
lemma.

Lemma 5.5 The diffusion tensor D = (D,j)i<i,j<jv, defined by

Dij = ~ Vjip(y,v)xp*(y,v)#'(y,v)dvdy,
JY JV

is positive definite.

Proof. Let £ £ R and 9% — X^,-i£»0'- Multiplying the cell equation satisfied by 9^ by
6^ipxl>*, a computation similar to that of Lemma 4.1 yields

Dii = [ I\v-Vy9i+Q{9i))9iWdydv
rrr r

= n / <roo1>*{v)il>{v')\6i{v)-0({v')\2dydvdv>.
1 JY JV JV

This implies that D£. • £ > 0 for all £ G HN. Assume now that D£ • E, = 0. It implies that 0e

does not depend on v, and thus Q(9^) = 0. This yields

v • Vy6»? = v • £ in y x V.
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Since V contains N independent directions and 6^ does not depend on v, we conclude that
Vy#f = —£ which is not possible for a Y-periodic function except if £ = 0. This proves that
there exists a positive constant C such that £)£ •£ > C|£|2. •

Remark 5.6 The homogenized diffusion matrix D defined in Lemma 5.5 is not necessarily
symmetric. However only its symmetric part plays a role in the homogenized equation (22)
since it can easily be checked that adding to it a constant skew-symmetric matrix does not
change the solution of the diffusion equation.

After these preliminaries we are in a position to prove Theorem 3.6. For the reader's
convenience, we recall it here.

Theorem 5.7 / / J = 0, then the entire sequence uc converges to u°(x) in L2(fi x V), which
is the unique solution in HQ(Q) of

f -VDVw(x) = F(q){x) in fi
\ u(x) = 0 on dQ,

where the diffusion tensor D is defined as in Lemma 5.5, and F(q) £ L~(fi) is given by

F(q)(x) = a(y,v',v)ip'(y,v')4>(y,v)q(x,v)dv dv' dy.
JY JV JV

Proof. Let us first define, for 1 < i < N, the adjoint equation of the cell problem (38)

IT) = Viibib" in Y x V

y -> 6' (y, v)Y- periodic,

which admits a unique solution, up to an additive constant, since Jy fv Vitpip'dydv = 0. Let
<t>(x) be a smooth function with compact support in Q.. We define

and
<j>€{x,v) - <j>(x) +S(j)l(x,-,v).

Remark that the test function 4>€ has the same structure as the two-scale limit of uE but
adjoint (this is an usual rule of thumb for constructing test functions in homogenization).
Multiplying equation (21) by <j)£ipeip* and integrating by parts yields

£ Jn Jv f Ju Jv Jn Jv
(40)
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The first term in (40) becomes

- a
— usv • ^

£

1 1 , ,
£ C £ € £ c

1

since ip and V1* depend only on y, while 0 depends only on x. On the other hand, the second
term in (40) becomes

£• ./n./v £• JnJv
(42)

because, for T = Qt or Q*, T[<j)(x)u(x,v)) = ^(i)T(w(a;, v)) (see Remark 3.5 on the proper-
ties of the scattering kernel Q£). Recalling that ^e4>*€ satisfies the adjoint equation

(^;) Q;(IM;) ,

we deduce that, when adding A'i and A'2, the first terms in the right hand sides of (41) and
(42) cancel out. Furthermore, in view of the definition of <f>1 and of equation (39) satisfied
by 9*, we have

-v • VyWt1) + Qm{W<t>1) = inp'v • Vx<j>.

Therefore, when adding A'I and A'2, the second and third terms in the right hand side of
(41) cancel out with the second term in the right hand side of (42). Eventually, we get

II * 1 X—N / / « (7 0 . . , , ^
JnJv iJ^.\JnJv dxidxj e

Since u£(x, v) converges strongly to u°(x) in L2(Q. x V) we can pass to the limit as s goes to
0

W /• n2 . / i- r \ r
V ^ [ t i i \ O 9 i \ ( l l * / , » / \ I I \ I |

— 7 / u (x) (x) I / / ^^y U7^j \y^)dydv I aar = / F(q)dx.
,~'1-/n dar.-ftr,- \JY Jv J Jn

Multiplying (39) by 0 and integrating by parts, we easily obtain that

/ / Viiptp*91 dydv = — / / Vjt^ipm9*(y,v)dydv = —Dij.
JY JV JY JV

This yields, for any smooth function <f>(x),

N &A, r
)F{q){x)dx- f u°(x) J2 Dij-^-(x)dx= f 4>(x)

Jn rr±x dxjdxj Jn

which is nothing but the homogenized equation. Since it admits a unique solution u° in
HQ(Q), all converging subsequences of us have the same limit, which proves that the entire
sequence u£ converges to u°. D
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6 Correctors and numerical result
In the previous sections, we gave the asymptotic limit of the spectral problem under very
mild smoothness hypothesis for both the cross sections and the solutions. Basically we have
only assumed that the criticality problem was well posed for any e and that the solution of
the infinite medium problem was bounded. With more smoothness available, one can expect
some stronger convergence properties, namely so-called corrector results. This is a classical
matter in homogenization theory for diffusion equations (see e.g.[28]) where correctors for the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be obtained under additional assumptions. The question
of correctors is more delicate in transport theory because it is intimately linked with the
emergence of boundary layers. We shall not dwell on such problems here and we refer to
[8, 7] for more details (a few comments on this issue are given in our discussion on the
numerical application of homogenization at the end of this section). However, staying in the
framework of the two-scale convergence method, we can obtain a partial corrector result for
the eigenvectors. It gives a rate of convergence of the neutron flux at the boundary as well
as a corrector for the deviation of the neutron flux from its velocity average. Unfortunately,
it does not imply any corrector for the eigenvalues.

Theorem 6.1 Assume that the drift flux satisfies J — 0. Let ut be the unique solution of
(21). Let u° be the unique solution of the homogenized equation (22), and define w1 by

where 93 is the unique solution of the cell problem (16). Assume that u°(x) is smooth (say
continuous in Q). Then

\\m- I |u , |2 | i ;n |afr = 0,

and

lim - | | ( u£ - / ucdv I - £we\\L2<n>(v) = 0,€~*° £ \ Jv )

with w€{x,v) - (u^x, f,v)- JyU^x, j,v)dv).

Remark 6.2 Theorem 6.1 applies for the solutions of the source problem (21). However,
since the eigenvectors of the spectral problem (17) converge strongly in L2(fi x V) (up to a
subsequence), it is easily seen that Theorem 6.1 holds true also for these eigenvectors.

Proof. In the course of the proof of Lemma 4.1 we obtained the following energy equality

/ / u£ip*F£(q)dxdv = — / \us\
2^,^*v ndvda

Jn Jv *£ Jr+

+ 7^ f I I
te~ Jn Jv Jv

Jr+

Jn Jv Jv
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Since uc(x,v) converges strongly to u°(x) in L2(Cl x V) we have

lim / / u^*F€{q)dxdv = f u°F(q)dx = f DVu° -Vu°dx.
'•+°JtiJv Jn Jn

On the other hand, taking £ = Vu° in Lemma 5.5 and using the definition of u1 yields

[ DVu° V u ° d x = l [ I f f (TcoiP* ( v ^ v j l u 1 (v) -ul(v')\2dxdydvdv'.
Jn 2 Jfi Jy JV JV

By the lower semi-continuity of two-scale convergence applied to e~1(ue(v) — ue(t/)), which
two-scale converges to (w:(v) — u1^')), we obtain that

l iminf linfl / / / at
oorA^s(v')\ut{v)-ut(v')\2d

1-0 £* JQ Jy Jy,

> II I ( I ^oo^^\u1(v)-u1{vr)\2dxdydvdv'.
* JilJY JV JV

Therefore, the energy balance implies that

limi / \ut\
2v-nW*dY = 0

E-f0 £ Jr+

and

lim ̂  / / / ^C^kW-feK) | 2 = [ [ [ [ ^ooV-VkH-^K)!2- (43)£~*° s JnJvJv JQJYJVJV

Equation (43) is nothing but the strong two-scale convergence of e~l(ue(v) — ut(v')) to
[ul(v) — ul(v')) (see [2, Theorem 1.8]). Since ul(v) is independent of v' and ul(v') of v, it
implies the strong two-scale convergence of £~1(ue — Jv uc) to u1 — fv u1. Since w° is smooth,
ul(x,j,v) is a well-defined function in L2(Q x V), and as a result of [2, Theorem 1.8] we
obtain the desired convergence. •

A complete numerical analysis of the homogenization procedure in a realistic setting goes
beyond the scope of this paper; we refer to [9] for such a presentation. Nevertheless we
would like to discuss briefly some numerical examples that illustrate interesting features of
the asymptotic behavior of the eigen-elements of (2). We consider here the two-dimensional
approximation of an idealized nuclear reactor, which is a periodic square composed of n x n
periodicity cells. Such cells, called assemblies, are themselves made of many fuel pins and
control rods immersed in water. More precisely, each cell is a MOX assembly (MOX stands for
a mixture of uranium and plutonium oxides) which is a very heterogeneous type of assembly
(we shall not described them here, and we refer to [9] for more details). Two quantities have
been of interest so far: the first eigenvalue Â  and the corresponding positive eigenvector <j>c

of (2). Following the usual engineering notation, we define kefj — l/\\. Table 1 gives the
exact multiplication factor kejj for different values of the number n of assemblies, and their
associated diffusion approximation given by (Aoo +s2i>1)~'[. The error between these values,
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Number of assemblies
5 x 5

10 x 10
20 x 20

oo

Reference kejj
1.28495
1.29525
1.29791
1.29883

Reconstructed kejj
1.28416
1.29513
1.29790

error (10~5)
79
12
1

Table 1: Reference and reconstructed kejj for a MOX assembly.

as seen in the last column of Table 1, has been given in the usual p.cm. unit for nuclear
reactors computations (1 p.cm. is equal to 10~5). As a consequence of our analysis, the rate
of convergence to the diffusion approximation of the exact eigenvalue is expected to be at
least of order 2. A numerical estimate is given by

In
v = - 2 . 7 1 ,

which is fairly well comparable to the theoretical value of 3 (obtained in [8] for symmetric
cells), all the more since the number of assemblies is small in order not to heavily depend on
the accuracy of the numerical computations (of the order of 10~5 for the eigenvalue).

In Figure 1 are plotted one-dimensional cross sections of the velocity-average of the exact
first eigenvector Jv 4>c(x,v)dv and of its diffusion approximation given by

where u1 is the first eigenvector of the homogenized diffusion equation (13). Let us empha-
size that the shape of the reconstructed flux is extremely close to that of the exact transport
solution (of course, since eigenvectors are defined up to a multiplicative constant, their nor-
malization has been performed so that the difference between both flux is identical at the
boundary of the cross section and at the point of maximal value).

However, whatever the choice of normalization, the error at the boundary of the domain
remains of the order of 5% of the maximal value. This error can not be corrected by adding
a periodic corrector term of order s, but rather is due to a boundary layer effect. This is
demonstrated by Figure 2 where the periodic corrector term, given by

is plotted. Since its contribution is of the order of 0.004 of the flux, whereas the error is of
the order of 0.05, this periodic corrector term is of no help, all the more since it vanishes at
the boundary (using symmetry arguments, one can prove that at the boundary dQ, either | ^ -
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'Reconstructed Flux1

'Reference Flux'

80

Figure 1: Reference flux and reconstructed flux in a core composed of 5 x 5 assemblies.

0.004

0.001

Figure 2: Periodic corrector for a flux normalized to 1 in a core composed of 5 x 5 assemblies.
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vanishes owing to the Dirichlet boundary conditions, or $i is skew-symmetric in the sense
that fv9

j{f,v)dv = 0).
The error between the exact and reconstructed flux is of order e. It is due to a boundary

layer effect that we now explain. In the homogenization process, the absorbing boundary
condition for the neutron flux is replaced by a boundary Dirichlet condition for the diffusion
equation (vanishing flux on <9f2). This amounts to saying that no neutrons either enter or exit
the core asymptotically. However, for a fixed positive e, this is not the case for the transport
equation (2). Indeed, the absorbing boundary conditions in (2) implies that the incoming
flux vanishes, while the outgoing flux is an unknown, and has no reason to cancel out. This
phenomenon is the so-called leakage at the boundary of the core. Theorem 6.1 indicates that
this leakage is of order smaller than e1^2, but a finer analysis shows that it is of order e [8].
In practice, for most of the usual reactors (with about 150 assemblies), the neutron density
at the boundary of the core (i.e. between the core and the reflector) is about 5% to 10% of
the maximal density. Therefore quantitative numerical simulations have to account for this
effect.

The highly heterogeneous structure of the transport density with respect to the velocity
v at the boundary of the core (no neutrons enter, whereas some exit) makes it very difficult
to approximate by diffusion (in essence independent of the velocity). Surprisingly enough,
this difficulty can be overcame in a very satisfactory way. In order to study this leakage, a
boundary layer analysis is performed which allows to understand the anisotropic behavior of
the neutron density at the boundary of the core. Such techniques have already been applied
in the case of homogeneous media (or slowly varying media) [11, 29]. In our situation, the
neutron mean free path is of the same order than the medium heterogeneities. Therefore,
the reactor can not be assumed to be locally homogeneous and a genuine multidimensional
boundary layer analysis has to be done (see [8] in the simplified setting of the even par-
ity transport formulation). This boundary layer can be replaced by a modification of the
Dirichlet boundary condition which becomes a Robin boundary condition for the homoge-
nized diffusion limit (featuring a so-called extrapolation length of order e, characteristic of
the boundary layer). Introducing this refinement in the homogenized model gives extremely
satisfactory numerical results for the reconstructed flux, as well as for the leading eigenvalue
(for details, see [9]).
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cerning the regularity theory of transport equations and X. Warin for his contribution to the
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